Transient regional hypothermia applied to a traumatic limb attenuates distant lung injury following blast limb trauma.
Explosive traumatic injury to an extremity may lead to both local and distant organ injury. Regional traumatic tissue hypothermia has been reported to offer systemic protection; here we investigated the protective effects of regional limb hypothermia on local tissue trauma and the lungs. Furthermore, the optimal duration of regional traumatic limb hypothermic treatment was also evaluated. Prospective, controlled, animal study. University research laboratory. Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats. Anesthetized rats were randomized to sham, blast limb trauma, sham and regional hypothermia for 30 minutes, and blast limb trauma and regional hypothermia for 30 minutes, 60 minutes, and 6 hours. Blast limb trauma was created using chartaceous electricity detonators. Distant lung and local tissue injury following blast limb trauma were attenuated by regional traumatic limb hypothermic treatment for 30 minutes, 60 minutes, and 6 hours reflected by reduced lung histopathological changes and water content. Regional traumatic limb hypothermic treatment for 60 minutes and 6 hours failed to further attenuate distant lung and local tissue injury compared with regional traumatic limb hypothermic treatment for 30 minutes. Inhibition of cystathionine gamma-lyase/hydrogen sulfide was reduced by regional traumatic limb hypothermic treatment for 30 minutes in blast limb trauma rats. A surrogate of neutrophil accumulation, myeloperoxidase activity, and release of tumor necrosis factor-α and interleukin-6 were also attenuated by regional traumatic limb hypothermic treatment for 30 minutes in blast limb trauma rats. Oxidative stress was alleviated by regional traumatic limb hypothermic treatment for 30 minutes evidenced by reduction of hydrogen peroxide and malondialdehyde and an increase of superoxide dismutase and glutathione in blast limb trauma rats. Our data indicate that regional traumatic limb hypothermic treatment for 30 minutes offers both local protection for traumatic tissue and systemic protection for the lungs, which is likely associated with restoration of the cystathionine gamma-lyase/hydrogen sulfide pathway and inhibition of the inflammatory response and oxidative stress.